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_____________________________________________________________________________

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Hello Everyone,
Good News – as pandemic restrictions begin to ease, your Committee is now giving consideration
to the prospect that we may be able to resume our full program in Term 3. There will still be strict
protocols to observe, and our primary concern is to ensure the safety of our members. The
Committee will be meeting on 1st July, hopefully to finalise the program. We will keep you posted
on developments.
In the meantime, several groups are using Zoom to
facilitate meeting and discussion, while others utilise
email as a regular exchange.
The Drawing and Painting groups have continued their
creative work and several of their works can be seen on
our Facebook page –
Africa by Gai Dutton
See more p.2.
The Sandpipers Walking Group resumed meeting on
May 21, and will continue weekly: if interested, gather at 8.45 at Sandon Point Car Park for 9am
start. Wear comfortable clothes and walking shoes, wear a hat and bring a bottle of water. Please
contact Lindsay Margaret (0404 339 508) for any further info.
There are lots more things you can do at home, and I would like your contributions to share with
other U3Aers. Over the next week or so, send me your responses to the following questions, to
share your experience in Newsletter No. 77:





What is the best book/film you have read/seen so far during the iso-break?
What’s made you laugh recently?
What’s a good news story you have heard about ?
Have a shot at the Getty Art Challenge (see page 4) and send me a photo of the original
painting (with details of its name and artist) and your re-creation.

I look forward to your contributions.
Keep well, stay safe and stay connected,

Ainslie
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National Reconciliation Week (NRW) continues until 3 June.
One way of observing NRW this year is to listen to the ABC’s 2019 Boyer
Lectures presented by Rachel Perkins -The End of Silence – accessible
via the ABC website on Radio National or on iView.
___________________________________________________________For Film Buffs - Tribeca Film Festival - We Are One: A Global Film Festival
29 May – 7 June
free on YouTube.com/WeAreOne. will feature programming curated by
some of the best festivals around the world including Cannes, Tribeca, Sundance, Toronto and
Venice, as well as the Sydney Film Festival. The festival will benefit the World Health
Organization (WHO), as well as COViD19 relief efforts to regional organizations.
___________________________________________________________________________

For Jazz Buffs - Melbourne International Jazz Festival - These Digital Times
is a free, online music festival presented by the Melbourne International Jazz Festival.
On the last Saturday of May, June and July, you can watch performances from some of the
best in Australian and international jazz and contemporary music – live streamed direct to
your living room in high definition from ALV Studios in Melbourne.
You can access each performance via https://www.melbournejazz.com/these-digital-times/
from the event start times. All events are free to access and there’s no need to buy a ticket.
Browse the program, find your favourites and join in on the last Saturday of each month.
________________________________________________________________________

Drawing & Painting Group – Iso-works

Lighthouse by Catherine Philps. Industrial by Reino Milander

Fish by Carol Walker
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Take a long walk in the Botanical Gardens or a park or along the beach – it’s therapeutic
Shinrin-Yoku, translated into English as 'forest bathing', means taking in the forest atmosphere
during a leisurely walk. It is a therapy that was developed in Japan during the 1980s, becoming a
cornerstone of preventive health care and healing in Japanese medicine. Every study conducted so
far has demonstrated reductions in stress, anger, anxiety, depression and sleeplessness amongst the
participants. In fact after just 15 minutes of forest bathing, blood pressure drops, stress levels are
reduced and concentration and mental clarity improves.
Step 1 – leave behind your phone, camera or any other distractions, so that you can be fully present
in the experience.
Step 2 – Leave behind your goals and expectations. Wander aimlessly, allowing your body to take
you wherever it wants.
Step 3 – Pause from time to time, to look more closely at a leaf or notice the sensation of the path
beneath your feet.
Step 4 – Find a comfy spot to take a seat and listen to the sounds around you. See how the
behaviour of the birds and other animals changes when they become used to your presence.
Step 5 – If you go with others, make an agreement to resist talking until the end of the walk,
when you could gather to share your experiences.
(Source: wwwgrowwilduk.com)
________________________________________________________________________________
Brian Loughlin has updated an old Johnny Mercer song to lift your spirits – sing along …
We’ve got to ac-cen-tuate the positive, e-lim-inate the negative,
Have faith, stay positive, and keep a good distance in between.
We’ve got to bring joy up to the max-i-mum, bring gloom down to the min-i-mum,
Have faith, stay positive and keep a good distance in between.
___________________________________________________________________________
Each "rebus" puzzle box portrays a common phrase.
Can you guess what it is? Answers on p. 6
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The Getty Challenge - Recreate Famous Pictures with Household Items
Recently, the Getty Museum in New York issued a challenge to art lovers to recreate famous works
of art from 3 household items. Cézanne and Vermeer were a popular source of inspiration,
especially Still Life with Apples (done to perfection with household pottery and gin) and Girl with a
Pearl Earring (some staged with selfies). Grant Wood’s American Gothic was felt to capture the
current socially distant mood, while Munch’s The Scream was deemed appropriate for all ages and
apparently tastes good on toast. Here are some other examples:

So why not try the challenge as a U3A exercise - here are some tips ..
1. Find a picture of a painting you like, especially one that features an object or character that
can be easily located – an easel, a clock, a vase, a swathe of cloth, a person dressed in a
particular way, cat or dog, whatever fits.
2. Arrange 3 objects in the pose of the original painting.
3. Pay attention to lighting and background as part of the composition.
4. Think abstractly – ie the basic shape of the picture rather than any detail
Send a photo of your recreation to me, (ainslie2518@gmail.com) by Friday 9th June – to include
in the next newsletter. Include the name and artist of the original painting , for comparison.
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Australian Studies - Ben Hall, Clown Prince of Bushrangers
From The Funniest Moments in Australian History by Ben Popje
A lot of people think Ned Kelly was the funniest bushranger, but any fool can
put a bucket on his head and swan about writing letters. For bushranging
comedy with some real originality and intelligence behind it, you need to look to
the conceptual art of Bold Ben Hall, the tragic hero who turned to a life of crime
after his wife left him and the police burnt down his house.
Unlike most bushrangers, Hall was not all that interested in shooting people. Even robbery under
arms took a secondary place in his priorities to the all-important goal of publicly humiliating the
police. To this end, he conducted a criminal career that was less a reign of terror than an extended
live episode of Candid Camera.
Hall never killed anyone and gained a reputation as "the gentleman bushranger". And unlike the
fifty other "gentleman bushrangers", he actually deserved it.
On two separate occasions, Hall's gang bailed up the NSW town of Canowindra, locked the police
in their own cells, and threw a huge party for the rest of the population in the town's pub. On
leaving, they paid the landlord for all goods consumed and the townspeople for their time, just to
really rub it in that they were not only smarter than the cops, but more generous.
However, Hall's bushranging career hit a peak when he was being pursued by the local police, near
Bathurst. Disarming the troopers, the gang proceeded to strip them naked and tie them to trees,
whereupon Hall delivered a stirring lecture on the pressing problem of police misbehaviour, before
riding off into what I presume was a beautiful sunset, leaving the long arm of the law to await
assistance in its highly embarrassed state.
It was the ultimate example of Ben Hall's raison d'etre as a bushranger — on that day, one of
Australia's greatest bushrangers proved that you could make as powerful a statement by taking the
piss out of the coppers as by shooting them.
If Hall's educational address was not particularly well-received by its captive audience, it was
certainly well-timed, and one might think a warmer embrace of the Hall method in the corridors of
power might be beneficial when dealing with disciplinary matters.
In any case, it was a shining testament to the legacy of Ben Hall, a man who defied the law not for
personal gain or the satisfaction of base desires, but for the innocent and noble purpose of having a
bit of a laugh at others' expense. Good on him.

I like to imagine the guy who invented the umbrella was going to call it the ‘brella’. But he
hesitated.

I wonder how many chameleons snuck on to the Ark?
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U3A CONTACTS
Management Committee 2020 President - Ainslie Lamb Ph: 4283 7818 (ainslie2518@gmail.com)
Vice-President – Operations - Judy Bull - Ph 4267 2417
Vice-President – Development – Sue Rejske Ph: 4285 9002
Treasurer – Judy Ireland – Ph: 0403 618 882
Secretary – and Web administrator – Peter Gibbs Ph 4284 4705
Address correspondence to:
The Secretary, U3A Northern Illawarra, PO Box 849 Thirroul NSW 2515
Publicity Officer: Joan Fleming Ph 0468 964 048
Committee members
Judy Gibbs
Ph 4284 4705
Tricia Kullik
Ph 0405 768 642
Patrick Heaven
Ph: 0448 061 951
Jill Merrin
Ph: 0422 655 711
Margaret Stratton
Ph 0411 526 899
Welfare Officer and Safety Officer : Margaret Stratton Ph: 0411 526 899
Newsletter Editor - Ainslie Lamb Tel: 4283 7818
Proofreader – Ron Browne
Public Officer : Peter Gibbs, 141/201 Pioneer Road, Fairy Meadow NSW 2519
Website: www.northernillawarra.u3anet.org.au
Special Interest Group Convenors
Australian Studies - Toni Conley - toniconley@me.com
Balance,n.Bones – Helen Whelan – helen@dispoiled,com
Brain Games - Ainslie Lamb - ainslie2518@gmail.com
Book groups - Bronwen Cole - gcol2612@bigpond.net.au
Current Affairs - Wolfgang Kullik - wolfandtricia@gmail.com
Drawing and Painting – Jeanette Southam
Film Society – Rick Thompson
Illawarra U3A Choir – Margaret Stratton
Italian Conversation - Freda Turner – freda.turner45@icloud.com
Philosophy – Roy Tang – rtang1977@gmail.com
Reading Aloud ; Arts Hub – Ainslie Lamb - ainslie2518@gmail.com
Stanwell Park group – Jenny Lee Robins – jennyleerobins34@gmail.com
Table Tennis – John Ryan – jj_ryan@bigpond.com
Walking Group – Lindsay Margaret – lynnes2806@gmail.com
Watercolour Painting – Christina Slon

Answers to Brain Teaser Rebus Puzzles (reading across each line in turn)Misunderstood; A Walk in the Park; One in a Million; Looking backwards; You’re Under Arrest;
Stand by me; Walking on thin ice; I see you understand ; ??? – did anyone work the last one out?
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